INSTRUCTIONS:

1. **Central Motif**: Beginning at the center of your canvas, work the four-patch blocks, with one strand P61, then one ply of Overture. Work the remaining rectangles with one strand of Hi-lights. Work narrow border with two ply of RT09; in each corner add a tiny mosaic square of one strand of metallic ND13.

2. **Long Cross Border**: Lay one strand of Hi-lights first, then put long crosses on top with one ply Overture. On top of each long cross, tie down with three small stitches of two ply Hi-lights. In between each cross, add a straight stitch of one strand of metallic ND13.

3. **Fan Corners**: Create fan corners with one strand of Hi-lights H639, placing stitches in every other hole, and going *down* into the same center hole.

4. **Checker Border**: First, make squares with one ply of variegated Overture, going over six canvas threads. Between each square, put straight stitches of one strand of Hi-lights. Add straight stitch on top with ND13. In corners, make a square with one strand Pebby Perle.

5. **Outer Border**: Stitch wide outer border with two ply of RT09, going over six canvas threads; change stitch direction at border centers. At corners make a square with one strand of metallic ND13.

**NOTE**: **THIS GRAPH SHOWS ONLY A QUARTER OF THE WHOLE PATTERN.**

Stitch this section first, then rotate the pattern to stitch the other sections.
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